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What is LaTeX?



LaTeX

▶ A text based software system for document preparation [1]
▶ Stimulates authors not to focus on the appearance
▶ Donald Knuth developed a typesetting system (TeX) while publishing second edition of

The Art of Computer Programming
▶ Leslie Lamport created LATEX based on Knuth’s TeX
▶ LATEX pronounced as («Lah-tech» or «Lay-tech»)
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LaTeX advancements

LATEX is popular for preparing academic documents [2].

LATEX provides

▶ Better scientific typesetting (formula + algorithm + code)
▶ Portablity / Machine and OS independent
▶ Automatic bibliographies
▶ Easy collaboration
▶ Version controlling
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LaTeX bottlenecks

LATEX is not a word processor (Microsoft Word, LibreOffice Writer) [3].

Using LATEX can be stressful

▶ Learning curve
▶ Placing content
▶ BibTeX citation
▶ Compilation delay
▶ Less flexibility
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Why to use LaTeX?



LaTeX Speciality

LATEX is superior choice in several scenarios [4, 5].

LATEX is preferred for

▶ Writing journal articles, the publishers ask for LATEX document
▶ Writing thesis report, the universities focus on uniform design
▶ Writing STEM assignments with formulas, algorithm, and codes
▶ Managing large bibliography automatically
▶ Using high quality figures
▶ Longevity of the document
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When to use LaTeX?



Paper/Report
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Assignment
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CV/Resume
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Cover Letter/Presentation
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How to use LaTeX?



TeX Distributions

LATEX is not a stand-alone program. To use LATEX, any of the TeX distributions are
required.

Windows
▶ MiKTeX
▶ Tex Live

Linux
▶ Tex Live

Mac
▶ Mac Tex

Online
▶ Overleaf
▶ ShareLaTex
▶ Papeeria
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http://miktex.org/
http://www.tug.org/texlive
http://www.tug.org/texlive
http://www.tug.org/mactex/
https://www.overleaf.com/
https://www.sharelatex.com/
http://papeeria.com/


Learn LaTeX

LATEX has tons of commands. You do not need to memorize all of them.

Start using LATEX to learn it

▶ Learn LaTeX in 30 minutes
▶ Overleaf tutorials
▶ How to Write a Thesis in LaTeX (Part 1): Basic Structure
▶ Creating a document in LaTeX
▶ Shanto Roy’s LaTeX articles
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https://www.overleaf.com/learn/latex/Learn_LaTeX_in_30_minutes
https://www.overleaf.com/learn/latex/Tutorials
https://www.overleaf.com/learn/latex/How_to_Write_a_Thesis_in_LaTeX_(Part_1)%3A_Basic_Structure
https://www.overleaf.com/learn/latex/Creating_a_document_in_LaTeX
https://shantoroy.com/categories/#latex


LaTeX Tips

LATEX requires patience.

To utilize LATEX

▶ Use templates: Reduces learning curve and helps organizing document
▶ Use packages: Reduces learning curve and helps organizing document
▶ Create custom command (iff package is not found)
▶ Use Google Scholar / IEEE Xplore / Semanticscholar for BibTeX citation
▶ Structure the contents to increase flexibility
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https://scholar.google.com/
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/home.jsp
https://www.semanticscholar.org/


Ready to try LaTeX?
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